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NEW QUESTION: 1
Welche Beziehung besteht bei der Attributstichprobe zwischen
der erwarteten Fehlerrate und der StichprobengrÃ¶ÃŸe?
A. Je grÃ¶ÃŸer die StichprobengrÃ¶ÃŸe, desto hÃ¶her die
erwartete Fehlerrate.
B. Je hÃ¶her die erwartete Fehlerrate. Je grÃ¶ÃŸer die
StichprobengrÃ¶ÃŸe.
C. Je hÃ¶her die erwartete Fehlerrate ist, desto kleiner ist
die StichprobengrÃ¶ÃŸe.
D. Die StichprobengrÃ¶ÃŸe wird von der erwarteten Fehlerrate
nicht beeinflusst.
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 2
Besides SPP's (Service Pack for HPE ProLiant), what else can be
uploaded to the firmware repository section m me HPE Oneview
Ul?
A. operating system patch
B. Smart Component
C. third party drivers
D. Support Dump
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 3
In the cloud data center migrate scenario, which of the
following statements about configuring eDevLUNs for
heterogeneous visualization is correct?
A. The default read/write policy of eDevLUNs is applicable to
common services to balance the hit ratio and disk access
performance.
B. When the eDevlUN reads data, it reads the data to be read
from the hard disk in advance based on the specified policy,
C. The read/write policy of eDevLUNs "write back" applies to
random access services, ensuring that data in the cache fs
cached as longas possible to improve the read hit ratio.
D. The read/write policy "Pairing" of eDevLUNs applies to
sequential access services to release cache resources for other
services as soon as possible.
Answer: C
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